
 

Happy Hormones - Whole food eating 
Feel your best when your hormones are balanced naturally. 
Make small realistic changes for your optimal body function. 

This looks at your overall lifestyle, environment, stress, emotions and not just 
from food. We have to detox so many chemicals around us, on us and in our 
foods, no wonder why our bodies get confused and don’t know what to do.  

Its a scientific and chemical reaction within us, and has been proven time and 
time again the impact it has on our hormones affecting our bodies and minds 
as well. Every meal should ideally consist of proteins, good fats, & fresh fruits 
or vegetables. Whole food eating I believe, is a sustainable way of eating. 
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Oils for cooking  
Coconut oil, ghee, 
organic butter. 

Smoothies 
Nutrient boost with 
fibre. Always have  
protein nuts/seeds, 
fat  

Herbal teas for 
hormones & 
stress 
Spearmint, 
Chamomile, 
liquorice, lemon.PROTEIN 

Organic butcher; Meat, 
Chicken, Fish, Eggs
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FRUIT & VEGG 

Local produce, Local 
Markets, and Organic 

Markets and health 
food stores. 
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GOOD FATS 

Cold pressed oils on 
salads; extra virgin olive 

oil, avocado and 
macadamia nut oils. 
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Common signs of Hormonal 
Imbalance 
“The way we are meant to eat” 

- Irregular, absent and/or painful periods 

- Irritability or moodiness 

- Weight Gain 

- Acne 

- Fatigue 

- Fertility Problems 

Further Readings 
If your wanting to know more, I highly recommend reading Belinda Kirkpatrick “Healthy Hormones”. 
She explains everything better than I imagined, along with her expert Naturopathic Advice, she has 
recipes and tips for fertility and conception.  

References: 

Belinda Kirkpatrick, Ainsley Johnstone. 2018. “Healthy Hormones”. Murdoch Books Australia. (link)
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CHOOSE ORGANIC  
It is important to also consider using organic tampons and pads. Cotton is one of the most heavily 
sprayed crops and most sanitary items also bleached in the manufacturing process. It can potentially 
disrupt the endocrine, affecting the health of hormones.  

Smoothies - Always have the following along with your fruit.… (Aim for less than 50% 
fruit, to allow for blood sugar levels to be balanced and feel more energised.) If feeling fatigued 
afterwards, then too much fruit.  

- Protein: nuts / seeds / yogurt / bone broth 

- Good fats: nuts / seeds / avocado / coconut oil / coconut milk / nut milk 
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